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Selection and Arrangement of Accessories 
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Housing and Interior Design Specialist 

One of the greatest sources of pleasure is the daily 
opportunity to create beauty with everyday objects. It 
is possible to find charm and aesthetic pleasure in the 
simplest acts of living-arranging slices of bread on a 
tray or setting the table for dinner. 

An awareness of the beauty in objects develops 
from a sensitivity to the design elements-space, form, 
line, texture, and color. The cost of objects used has 
nothing to do with the quality of the composition. 

The accessories selected and how they are used can be 
important in adding interest and pleasure to a home. In 
this guide, information will be provided to help use 
the elements of space, form, line, color, and texture in 
designing arrangements to create beauty and express 
personality. 

Space 
Space affects the way accessories can be used, for 

it is the limiting factor. For example, the amount of space 
on a shelf or table limits the number and size of the 
objects which can be placed on it. Wall space controls 
the number, size, and shapes of pictures or wall hangings. 
Greater harmony and rhythm are created if the lines of 
the limiting space are repeated in the objects used within 
it-an oval or round coffee table with round · ash-trays 
or bowls, or a rectangular table with books and square 
ash trays. Interest can be created by using contrasting 
lines together at points where attention is desired. 

Proportion is the development of interesting space 
relationships It should not be too evident that a space 
is divided into halves, thirds, or quarters . On the other 
hand, neither should the divisions be so unusual that 
they become confusing. Usually spaces that are not 
divided in the center or too far to one side are more 
interesting. 

The space between units determines whether they are 
seen as a group or as individual units. If they are in
tended to be seen in a grouping, the space between the 
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units should be less than the width of the individual units 
(Fig. l); if they are to be seen separately, the space 
dividing them should be greater than the width of the 
individual units (Fig. 2). This is a principle frequently 
used in hanging pictures or grouping objects. 

Form 
Form is the key to arranging objects together so they 

are more impressive then they would be if seen separately. 
Form is the shape of an object. It can be a two-dimen
sional flat object such as a wall-hanging, a placemat, or 
a rug. Form adds a third dimension when it adds depth 
to length and width. A bowl can be seen as a flat circle 
by looking directly into it or as a half-globe when seen 
from the side. Begin to think of arrangements as com
positions of circles or rectangles. Put round nuts in a 
round bowl or square candy in a square dish to repeat 
forms and contribute to harmony. Clutter occurs when 
too many unlike forms are seen together. These can be 
united by placing them on a tray or mat, and by using 
closely related colors. 
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Figure 3. 

Try building arrangements so they have several levels . 
Have one tall object decending by steps to an object that 
is flat and horizontal (Fig. 3). 

Consider depth in arrangements-the world is three
dimensional. Virtually all things used in an arrangement 
are seen against a background. Place some objects nearer 
the background than ochers to create depth and rhythmic 
movements. (Fig. 4) 

Figure 4. 

In grouping accessories, it is important that one be 
more important than the ochers to provide interest. One 
object could be a brighter color, a different texture, or a 
contrasting line or shape. 

Balance 
Balance is a princi pie of design that should be con

sidered in using accessories . Balance is used in reference 
to the importance or "weight" of objects. Symmetrical 
formal balance refers to arrangements in which both sides 
are identical (Fig. 5). Informal balance is created when 
both sides of the composition are equally important, but 
they are not identical in appearance. One large object may 
balance several small ones or a small amount of bright 
color will balance a large area of grayed .color (Fig. 6). 
Informal balance is also created when the sides are not 
equal in importance. It is the most challenging and inter
esting form to use. The objects which "carry more 
weight" should be placed closer co the center of the 
composition in chis case (Fig. 7). 

Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 

Scale is also important in selecting accessories for 
composition. Accessories should be in scale with each 
other and with the ocher furnishings in the arrangement. 
For example: heavy chests and couches require large 
paintings, bigger pieces of sculpture, brighter colors in 
accessories, or larger lamps. 

Lines 
Line is an element of design that may move in any 

direction and through repetition of designs can create 
rhythm and mood. 
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Vertical lines carry the eye 
upward and create a feeling of 
informality and support . They 
make things appear taller and 
thinner. 

Horizontal lines carry the eye 
across and create a feeling of in
formality and restfulness . They 
make things appear lower and 
wider. 

Diagonal lines are transitional 
lines (from vertical to horizontal 
planes) and create a feeling of 
movement. 

Curved lines create act1v1ty. 
They can be a gentle curve, that is 
very graceful, or they can be a 
tight coil that creates tension . 



Color and Texture 
Color and Texture give character to objects. Con

siscant use of objects with the same character creates a 
theme which provides unity and harmony. Consider the 
character of: 1) warm wood tones and the rich pattern in 
the grain; 2) a smooch, shiny silver bowl; 3) a shimmering 
cue-glass vase. Identify the character of accessories-it 
will help in selecting objects that blend harmoniously. 
Variation in texture can frequently be used where vari
ation in color or pattern would be distracting. Tex
tures should be selected for their harmony of idea and 
the use chat is to be made of them. Velvet, silk, satin, 
lace, brocade, fur, and crystal all have very different 
surfaces but harmonize in their feeling of elegance and 
formality. Tweeds, burlap, brick, stone, pottery, and 
copper create a feeling of natural ruggedness and in
formality. Study the variations of texture in a home. 
What are the individual sensations received from 
chem? What is the total idea or mood conveyed 
by all of the textures together? 

Colors used for accessories should harmonize with the 
background and ocher furnishings. However, since 
accessories are frequently used for accents and to add 
interest, greater contrast is permissible. This may be a 
contrast of hues, values, intensities , or it may be a 
variation in texture. 

Rhythm is created by repetition, alternation, or 
gradation of lines, forms, colors, or textures through
out the composition or about the room. 
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Some accessories are useful such as ashtrays, tea
pots, and wastebaskets; others, such as paintings or 
sculpture, justify their existence by enjoyment of their 
beauty. Enjoyment is received from both the aesthetic 
and practical qualities. They should complete the room by 
adding co its character and beauty. Enduring qualities of 
good design have greater lasting appeal than sentimental 
values alone. 

Remember 
• Use a few accessories and change or rotate them fre

quently so they remain interesting. 
• Make a plan for using accessories. Will they serve their 

purpose in the composition? 
• Select accessories for the good design of each piece. 
• Arrange accessories attractively considering relation

ships of space, form, color, and texture. 
• Select accessories that are consistent with the character 

of the room. Arrange chem to accent chat character. 

Characteristics of Accessory Materials 
Metal. Metal is considered co be hard and cold 

with a sheen chat frequently is polished co give a clear 
reflection. Metal is manipulated through building up 
forms by welding, riveting, or pouring in a molten 
condition. Metal has three unique characteristics: the 
ability to be hammered without cracking, tensile 
strength, and duccibility (the capability to be drawn 
out or hammered very thin without breaking). 

Objects are created from a sheet of metal by raising 
(striking with a hammer to elevate the outer part and 
recess the center), spinning (forming cylindrical pieces on 
a lathe) , and casting (melting and reforming metal in a 
mold). Decorative designs are added by chasing and 
repousse--methods of sinking or raising pares of the 
design. Interesting effects can also be achieved by use of 
heat and certain chemicals. Some metals frequently used 
today are silver, gold, pewter, aluminum, brass, bronze, 
tin , iron, and steel. 

Enameling is the process of melting and fusing 
powdered glass onto metal through firing, creating rich , 
glowing colors and a smooch hard surface. Through the 
ages, craftsmen have developed a variety of techniques 
such as Limoges, grisaille, champleve, and cloisonne. The 
metals used most often are copper and silver. Silver or 
gold foil are also used for special effects. 

Wood. Wood is rich warm material from which man 
has created some cherished possessions. It presents 
variety in appearance due to grain patterns, color, 
methods of sawing and facility of working. As well as 
having a wide variety of woods and finishes from which to 
select, the craftsman has many techniques to use such as 
carving, inlay, and parquetry. Body fitting forms and 
interesting shapes are possible through laminated wood 
and plywood. New methods of molding and bending 
make possible the fluid form. 



Ceramics. The wheel is the basic instrument of th,e 
potter. Fabrication of clay is also accomplished without 
the wheels by the assembly of pliable clay coils and 
slabs. Both methods have been employed by the potter to 

produce innumerable varieties of vessels, tiles, and 
sculpture which are then fired in a kiln to permanently 
fuse the material. At the same time or with another firing, 
as desired, surface markings , colored stains, and glazes 
are added to the total design. 

Glass. The characteristics of glass-its transparency, 
fluidity, and sparkle--are a challenge to the designer to 

experiment with in many ways. Glass is basically silica 
although most of the known chemicals have been used 
as constituents to create a wide range of colors and 
characteristics. The ingredients are fused together to 
make glass. 

Hand blowing of glass is an ancient art. Glassware, 
like pottery, can also be cast from molds to reproduce 
the works of the designer. Decorative treatments include 
laid-on designs, cut glass, etching, enameling, and en
graving cut glass. 

Fabric. The horizons of the contemporary fabric 
designer are broadened by the many new fibers and 

imaginative uses of fabrics today. Any fabric is the 
expression of the fibers which compose it. Luster, soft
ness, delicacy, opacity, sheerness, all are characteristics 
of fibers which determine the appearance and character 
of the finished material. A fabric may be created by 
felting, lacing, or weaving and decorated by printing, 
dyeing, embroidery, or applique. Fibers may be com
bined in a plain weave or a tapestry weave to create 
desired patterns and textures. Application of design on 
fabrics falls into two general categories-embroidery or 
applique and printing. The printing of a design on a 
fabric can be accomplished through a variety of tech
niques: block-printing, silk-screen stencil, batik, tie
dye, and resist printing are some of the processes used. 
In any all-over design, the craftsman strives for unity 
with variety through balancing forms and space, arrang
ing of motifs in groups or horizontal, vertical, diagonal 
patterns, and creating a rhythm through repetition. 

Leather. While leather is frequently considered a 
hobby craft, it can become an object of art when the 
craftsman shows skill and originality in designs . The 
most commonly used methods of decorating leather are 
tooling, stamping and embossing, carving, stenciling, 
and mosaic. 
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